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Problem – What is the matter?
What: Critical care operational efficiency 
Why: COVID has changed the pressures on ICU processes

ICU footprint is now split into risk stratified areas
Teams are allocated (including consultant) to each area

ICU SpRs now attend 2222 calls as designated airway support
Problem: Rapidly changing ICU environment during COVID-19

Rapid use of resources requiring restocking and rechecking
High frequency of admissions
Changes in key information for COVID and non-COVID
Restricted movement of equipment between areas

Aims – what are we trying to achieve?
Our primary aim was to streamline the admissions process in
order to allow all documentation, admission investigations and
clerking to be completed safely and efficiently as possible and
allow consultant review with all available information present.

Drivers – who has buy-in?
Our primary drivers for the perceived bottleneck were identified
including; rapidly changing recommended investigations on
admission, detailed current admission clerking documentation,
lack of awareness of available admission spaces and unclear
identification of novel roles.
We also identified that COVID was a rapidly changing time
creating concerns over a number of features of daily clinical life
amongst trainees and our checklist ensured positives, wishlists
and improvement points were collected and documented.

Measurement – How will we know our change has 
shown an improvement?
What did you learn? 

Identification of prepared bedspaces was vital in times of high 
admission frequency
Importance of positive and improvement/wishlist points

What have you done since?
Rationalise the original “COVID”-centric checklist (C).

What do you plan to do next?
Formalise and audit the checklist’s use

Take home message
The COVID-19 pandemic stimulated a dynamic, agile, clinician-led
innovation process with repeated, rapid informal feedback across
a unified team of junior doctors, consultant and senior nursing
staff to guide our PDSA cycles. Our innovations improved the
operational efficiency of daily life on critical care and this
provides a model for future use on the unit to sustain change
going forwards.

Methods – how did we do it?
We introduced and summarised multiple change ideas into a 
handover checklist including role and bleep/phone allocation, 
identification of next available bedspaces, awareness of 
emergency drug and equipment restocking, consultant area 
allocation, and other operational definitions (B). We also created 
a streamlined COVID admission proforma including all required 
admission investigations and their results (A). 

Strengths Weaknesses
1. Improved safety
2. Improved admissions efficiency
3. Protocolised safety tasks to 

reduce omission of key points
4. Documented trainee wishlist
5. Guideline updates

1. Requires team buy-in for 
continuity

2. Additional job creation

Ongoing work Threats
1. Further refinements as the 

environment changes
2. Encouraged sustainability

1. Rotating SHOs
2. Lead authors moving trusts
3. Consultant 

awareness/participation

Context – why are we innovating?
The COVID-19 pandemic has introduced unprecedented demand on NHS services and has required significant internal adaptation to
ensure patient safety and clinical effectiveness. Our team on critical care identified the ICU admissions process as a key bottleneck for
operational efficiency when admission rates were rapidly rising.

A. Streamlined COVID 
admission clerking and 

admission checklist

C. Streamlined handover checklist B. COVID daily handover checklist 


